Monday
11/14

Pie Eater

Tuesday
11/15

Make
Up
Challenge

Tag!
Monday
11/21
FULL DAY

Tuesday
11/22
FULL DAY

Wednesday
11/16

Thursday
11/17

Friday
11/18

Foodie Fridays:

Green Chile
Stew

Figure
Drawing
Wednesday
11/23
FULL DAY

Thursday
11/24
NO CC

Friday
11/25
NO CC

RAINBOW
LOOMS!!

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Children’s Choice will be OPEN:
@ Inez Elementary
November 21st – 23rd
(Please pack a lunch!)
Children’s Choice will be CLOSED:
November 24th and 25th

Helpful Information
Site Phone: 615-5058
Office Phone: 296-2880
Site Email:
sombradelmonte@childrens-choice.org
Financial Assistance Available:
827-7499
1-800-832-1321
child.care@state.nm.us

Share-ables:
Bryson, 9, on what you should eat for breakfast:
[If someone says hot dogs
aren’t for breakfast,] “I’d tell
them you can eat anything for
breakfast!”
“I want to try Gordon Ramsey’s
hot dog, but they said there’s
chili on it, so I have to bring up
my hot food tolerance.”

Hey, Bobby!
“I’m in first grade… I mean Kindergarten.”
“I like playing with crushers.”
What are crushers?

“I forgot mine at home. It’s a monster truck.”
“I have an ear infection in my ear… from
Children’s Choice yesterday.”
How did that happen?

“Someone screamed in my ear!”
Do you like to watch anything?

“I like to watch Aliens! It’s the aliens talking. I
like the movie because they go bowling, and
they get smooshed!”
Do you like to paint?

“Yeah, I like to paint rocks!”
“Can I go outside now?”

Mix It Up Relays
Jayden and the kids took off to the field
one day and played all of the relay races
they could! According to Anna, 9, there
was a “3-legged race, a potato sack race,
and blind fold tag. It was on the grass
field, so it wasn’t THAT dangerous.”
If you can’t imagine what would be fun
about blind fold tag, Anna and Alex H. can
tell us why:
“It was so fun because we were blind
folded and got to run around!”
– Anna, 9
“I love that we get to JUMP!”
– Alex H., 8

Elephant Toothpaste
The kids have been asking Kaela to do
elephant toothpaste, and the day finally
came! They laid out a tablecloth and started
mixing!

“They should have this at Explora!” –
Annette, 7
We asked Annette why they should have
elephant toothpaste at Explora, and she told
us that,

“You could blow bubbles with your
hands, and you can catch them in your
hands without popping them!”
Once all the bubbles disappeared, all of the
kids helped Kaela clean up the bubbly mess
before they went off to join another activity!

Egg Drop
Mack and the kids took a whole carton of eggs
and some trash bags outside, and they
practiced forming a hypothesis – a guess!
What would happen if you put an egg in a bag
filled with air and then dropped it:
Adel, 10: “I thought if we dropped it that the
eggs would break, and the yolk would float.”
G’Quarra, 10: “I know that if you drop it from
higher, it drops slower, so the air pressure
will make it come down easier and have a
softer landing. If you dropped it closer to the
ground, the wind wouldn’t have time to
catch it!”

Dumpling Dough
Have you ever seen the Pixar short “Bao?” That was
all the kids could talk about when they made
dumpling dough with Zoey!

“When I walked in they were making the
dough! We talked about “Bao,” just mostly
how she ate her son… Like this!”
*takes a big chomp out of the air*
- G’Quarra, 10
You only need flour, salt, and water to make it…
and a lot of muscle for kneading. Thankfully the
kids had plenty of energy for this part of the
activity!

The Gnome in a Nook
Recently, a very mischievous gnome came to visit
the kids at Sombra Del Monte. He started by
making messes (that the kids offered to clean up)
and hiding notes! His notes were not easy to find,
so the kids had to look high and low. According to

some kids, “It looked like a zombie movie,”
while everyone searched for the notes! After three
days of messes, the Gnome in a Nook finally
revealed himself with one simple request: create a
proposal for community service that everyone
signs.
The kids played along, and they were gifted magical
pumpkin seeds to plant! They go to make special
wishes for their seeds before planting them. By this
time, some of the kids were definitely getting
skeptical of the Gnome. Aubrey, 8, said, “You

guys had to have done this! The letter is
printed! Gnomes don’t have printers!”
Of course the Gnome in a Nook needed a little
motivation to help the magical seeds grow, so he
requested artwork, a song, and a dance… but everyone
who participated had to agree (no majority votes around
here)! “Annette requested a song, and everyone

agreed. It was easy.” – Alana, 7 going on 8
Luckily Jayden had prepared some Halloween coloring
sheets, so the kids colored as many pictures as they
could in one afternoon. The next day, they sang “This is
Halloween” to their magic pumpkin seeds. Eli, 10, was
getting everyone pumped up, so when he saw some kids
sitting down, he told them, “I don’t see you

standing! *kids stand up* “That’s what I like to
see!”
The next day there were still no pumpkins, so they all
decided to ~FLOSS~ for the pumpkin seeds.
Everyone was so excited about their magic pumpkins
that we sadly forgot to take a picture!

